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Key Messages

What’s the problem?
Several factors contribute to the challenge of making fair and sustainable decisions about funding for cancer drugs in Canada:

- the burden of cancer is high and continues to grow;
- the amount spent on cancer drugs is increasing;
- the way some cancer drugs are paid for puts strain on patients and their families, as well as the health system;
- addressing the situation requires making fair but difficult decisions; and
- decisions about cancer-drug funding affect some groups more than others.

What are elements of a potentially comprehensive approach for addressing the problem?

- **Element 1:** Getting evidence to the decision-making table
  - *Evidence to consider:* A number of things might be considered when making funding decisions about healthcare interventions, which include (but are not necessarily limited to): 1) burden of disease; 2) potential benefits and harms; 3) cost-effectiveness; 4) availability of alternative interventions; 5) values and preferences of patients and citizens; 6) equity (i.e., fairness); 7) acceptability; and 8) feasibility.
  - *Overarching question to consider:* What information is important to support decision-making about whether to fund new cancer drugs or change the funding provided for existing drugs?

- **Element 2:** Including relevant perspectives in the decision-making process
  - *Evidence to consider:* Effective decision-making groups often include a broad range of stakeholders, including patient and citizens, individuals with content and technical expertise, an effective leader to facilitate collaboration, and training and support for members who may not be familiar with all of the concepts discussed.
  - *Overarching question to consider:* What would make decision-making processes for cancer-drug funding trustworthy?

- **Element 3:** Acting on decisions to achieve impact
  - *Evidence to consider:* Greater drug coverage may reduce the use of other healthcare services, shifting costs to the patient may reduce government drug costs but may also lead to worse health outcomes and more use of other services, and prior approval for the use of some drugs can reduce costs and improve their use.
  - *Overarching question to consider:* What would make approaches to acting on decisions about funding cancer drugs trustworthy?

What implementation considerations need to be kept in mind?

- Challenges to implementing these elements might include: 1) provincial and territorial health-system leaders may have different readiness for change and collaboration; 2) groups (e.g., patient groups, disease-specific groups or pharmaceutical industry) mobilizing to support approval and funding for certain drugs and/or to oppose decisions to not fund certain drugs; and 3) public concern about why funding decisions for cancer drugs are treated differently than other drugs.

- Windows of opportunity for implementing these elements might include: 1) a growing desire within the health sector for pan-Canadian leadership and collaboration; 2) difficult economic times forcing the creation of innovative approaches; and 3) public interest in having a voice in decisions that affect them.
Questions for the citizen panel

>> We want to hear your views about the problem, three elements of a potentially comprehensive approach to addressing it, and how we can address barriers to moving forward.

This brief was prepared to stimulate the discussion during the citizen panel. The views and experiences of citizens can make a significant contribution to finding the best ways to meet their needs. More specifically, the panel will provide an opportunity to explore the questions outlined at the beginning of each section. Although we will look for common ground during these discussions, the goal of the panel is not to reach consensus, but to gather a range of perspectives, including areas of agreement and persistent disagreement, on the topic of making fair and sustainable decisions about funding for cancer drugs.

We provide in Box 1 an overarching question for you to consider, as well as some more specific questions to think about when reading the brief. We provide additional questions for you to consider in the section about the elements of a potentially comprehensive approach to addressing the problem.

Box 1: Questions to consider for your deliberations

Overarching question to consider

• How can funding decisions about cancer drugs be made in a way that is fair and sustainable?

Additional questions (please also see those provided as part of each element)

• How should we approach making decisions to fund new cancer drugs?
• How should we approach making decisions to stop or limit funding for some cancer drugs now being used?
• What would make you trust the decisions that are made about the funding of cancer drugs, or for actions taken to implement these decisions?
• Should drug funding decisions for cancer be treated differently than funding decisions for other drugs? Why?
Box 2: Glossary

Terms related to cancer drugs

Chemotherapy
“…a drug treatment that uses powerful chemicals to kill fast-growing cells in your body. Chemotherapy is most often used to treat cancer, since cancer cells grow and multiply much more quickly than most cells in the body. Many different chemotherapy drugs are available. Chemotherapy drugs can be used alone or in combination to treat a wide variety of cancers. Though chemotherapy is an effective way to treat many types of cancer, chemotherapy treatment also carries a risk of side effects. Some chemotherapy side effects are mild and treatable, while others can cause serious complications.” (5)

Biological therapy and immunotherapy
“…a type of treatment that uses the body’s immune system to kill cancer cells. Biological therapy for cancer is used in the treatment of many types of cancer to prevent or slow tumor growth and to prevent the spread of cancer.” (9)

Terms related to evidence

Cost effectiveness
A measure of the health gains achieved for money spent, which is often measured through what’s called quality adjusted life years, and which is determined through a technical assessment that includes information from clinical trials and studies of patient preferences.

Opportunity cost
A potential benefit that has to be given up to achieve something else.

Quality of life
A broad concept often referring to assessments of positive and negative aspects of life. (12)

Clinical trials
The most common source of medical evidence about a drug. They are used to test when a drug is safe to use and if it produces health benefits. They also check how often serious adverse events happen, like death, hospitalization and disability. (4)

Systematic reviews
A synthesis of results from all the studies addressing a specific topic.
Box 3: Glossary (continued)

Terms related to making decisions

**Advisory committee**
A committee made up of individuals with different expertise and perspectives on the drug under consideration, including patients who have experienced the health condition for which the drug is intended. Advisory committees provide advice – in the form of recommendations – to decision-makers.(4)

**Priority setting**
The process of making decisions about what programs, drugs and technologies to support when there aren’t enough resources to support them all.(4)

**Trade-offs**
“Priority setting involves trade-offs. A trade-off means that the resources – e.g., people, time, money, hospital beds, organs for transplant – used in one place can’t be used in another place at the same time.”(4)

Terms related to acting on decisions

**Drug approval process**
Health Canada approves drugs (and other products) for marketing and sale in Canada by assessing the safety, benefits and quality of a drug based on evidence submitted by the company seeking approval.(11)

**Public drug formulary**
The list of drugs and drug products that are paid for by a provincial government drug plan. Not all drugs approved for use by Health Canada are listed on a given province’s public drug formulary.(4)

**Disinvestment & de-listing**
Setting priorities may include shifting funding from one drug to another. Disinvestment refers to when the money being spent on one drug is withdrawn (i.e., disinvested) and then used to pay for another, more effective drug. De-listing is a process where the money spent on one drugs is withdrawn (i.e., it is removed from the public drug formulary).
The context: Why is making fair and sustainable decisions about funding for cancer drugs a priority in Canada?

Provincial governments are concerned about making drug funding decisions in a fair and sustainable way. This includes priorities about which cancer drugs should be funded. These decisions are difficult, especially when a high price tag for a drug needs to be considered against what may often be small increases in health benefits. These decisions are even harder when other less expensive drugs may be available that may provide only slightly less health benefits.

Decisions about these types of trade-offs among potential benefits, harms and costs of a drug involve large investments of public resources. Since these investments are often made at the expense of other priorities, it is important for policymakers to have input from a wide range of people affected by the issue, including input in the form of the values and preferences of citizens. As background to the discussion, we describe in Table 1 the current processes used to make these trade-offs across Canada, with the exception of Quebec where assessments and
recommendations are made by the Institut national d’excellence en santé et en services sociaux (INESSS). We also provide an overview of government drug coverage in Box 4.

**Table 1. Summary of cancer drug approval and funding processes (4;13)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Step 1 – Authorize for sale (by Health Canada)** | • A pharmaceutical manufacturer seeking to sell a new drug in Canada submits an application to Health Canada for review.  
• Health Canada assesses the scientific information on the drug’s safety, clinical efficacy and the quality of its manufacturing process. Clinical efficacy is how well the drug works to prevent or control disease and improve health.  
• Health Canada’s approval of a drug for sale in Canada does not necessarily mean that government drug plans will fund it. |
| **Step 2 – Recommend to fund or not (through the Canadian Agency for Drugs and Technologies in Health’s (CADTH) pan-Canadian Oncology Drug Review (pCODR))** | • CADTH’s expert advisory committees review the medical research evidence (i.e., usually clinical trials) and costs to determine if the drug works better than the usual treatment, and if the cost is reasonable.  
• Taking patient and citizen values and preferences into account, CADTH then makes one of three types of funding recommendations to the provinces: ‘Recommend,’ ‘Consider with conditions,’ or ‘Do not recommend.’ |
| **Step 3 – Decide to fund (by provincial ministries of health and cancer authorities)** | • Provincial ministries of health and cancer authorities use the recommendations to make their own decisions, and may consider input from their own expert committees and base decisions on other considerations (e.g., effect on health services and its budget). CADTH recommendations are not binding on government drug programs.  
• After receiving funding approval in a province or territory, a drug will typically be added to the public drug formulary. |
Box 4a: Overview of government cancer drug coverage in Saskatchewan

There is no national government-funded drug plan in Canada, and therefore the nature and extent of government drug plans are different for each province. We provide a description of cancer drug coverage in Saskatchewan below.

- The Saskatchewan Cancer Agency pays the full cost of all approved cancer drugs, including injectable and oral drugs and those taken in hospital and at home, for residents with a valid health card who are registered at the Cancer Agency.(6)
- For those who are clinically unable to receive what is considered to be the standard treatment approach, the Saskatchewan Cancer Agency will consider funding a drug on an exceptional case-by-case basis. To access such funding, a request from a physician is reviewed by the Agency’s Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee who approve or deny a request based on their review of the clinical merits of the request, budgetary impact, and whether the drug is approved by Health Canada for the purpose it has been requested for.
- Public coverage for other prescription drugs is provided through several programs, including:
  o Children’s Drug Plan, which requires a $20 payment for each prescription for children aged 14 and younger;
  o Emergency Assistance for Prescription Drugs, which provides a limited supply of approved prescription drugs at a reduced cost (determined based on an individual’s ability to pay) for those who are in need of immediate treatment, but unable to pay for their share of the cost;
  o Senior’s Drug Plan, which requires those aged 65 years and older to pay a maximum of $20 per prescription; and
  o Special Support Program, an income-tested program for those with high drug costs in relation to their income, which requires those who are eligible to pay a deductible and/or a co-payment for their prescriptions in each calendar year.(10)
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Box 4b: Overview of government cancer drug coverage in Ontario

There is no national government drug plan in Canada, and therefore the nature and extent of government drug plans is different for each province. We provide a description of cancer drug coverage in Ontario below.(1)

- Approved cancer drugs given to patients in outpatient clinics of hospitals and cancer centres are paid for those with a valid health card through programs run by Cancer Care Ontario and hospital/cancer centre budgets (with funding from government).
- Funding for injectable and oral drugs not typically covered by public plans can be accessed on a case-by-case basis for cancer patients with rare clinical circumstances.
- Public coverage is not provided for cancer drugs taken at home, unless the patient is eligible for coverage through the Ontario Drug Benefits program that is offered to seniors, those on social assistance, and those living in special care or long-term care homes. Individuals receiving coverage through this program may be required to pay a deductible (an amount an individual has to pay themselves before being eligible to receive benefits) and a co-payment (a fee for each prescription filled).
- Families with high drug costs in relation to their income can also access the Trillium Drug Program, which requires patients to pay a deductible and a co-payment for each prescription filled.
- Those with no or partial coverage through these programs need to pay for drugs through private insurance or out-of-pocket.
Box 4c: Overview of government cancer drug coverage in Quebec

There is no country-wide government-funded drug plan in Canada, and therefore the nature and extent of government drug plans are different for each province. We provide a description of cancer drug coverage in Quebec below.(7;8)

- Cancer drugs provided as part of in-patient treatment at cancer centres or at community hospitals are fully paid for, with each hospital having a list of medications that can be used (but these lists can vary between hospitals).
- Cancer drugs taken at home are not paid for by hospitals, but may be paid for by the Public Prescription Drug Insurance Plan or private insurance plans.
- All residents of Quebec are required to have prescription drug coverage, either through the Public Prescription Drug Insurance Plan or private insurance.
- The Public Prescription Drug Insurance Plan is administered by the Régie de l’assurance maladie du Québec (RAMQ) and is intended for persons who are not eligible for a private group insurance plan that provides coverage for prescription drugs, for people aged 65 or over, and for recipients of last-resort financial assistance.
- Those insured under the public plan are required to make a monthly contribution towards their drugs, which varies for different groups:
  - people aged 18 to 64 not eligible for a private plan or people aged 65 and over who do not receive the guaranteed income supplement pay a maximum monthly contribution of $85.75 ($1,029 maximum yearly contribution); and
  - people aged 65 and over who receive 1% to 93% of the Guaranteed Income Supplement pay a maximum monthly contribution of $51.83 ($622 maximum annual contribution).
  - No contribution is required for three groups:
    1) holders of a claim slip issued by the Ministère de l’emploi et de la solidarité sociale (for recipients of last-resort financial assistance, which give access to certain drugs and healthcare services such as eye exams and dental care);
    2) people over the age of 65 or those receiving 94% to 100% of the Guaranteed Income Supplement; and
    3) children of those insured under the public plan (if they are under age 18 or if they are between ages 18 and 25, are spouseless, live with their parents, and are full-time students in an educational institution at the secondary, college or university).
- People receiving public coverage may have to pay more for certain drugs covered under the List of Medications, with the list being determined by the Ministère de la santé et des services sociaux, in consultation with the Institut national d’excellence en santé et en services sociaux.
- For treatment of a serious condition, a drug not listed on the List of Medications may be covered on an exceptional basis. A patient’s doctor must send a payment authorization request to the RAMQ. If authorization is denied, the patient or their doctor can submit a written request to review the decision within six months. If the patient is not satisfied with the decision following the review, they can appeal to the Tribunal administratif du Québec within 60 days.
Box 4d: Overview of government cancer drug coverage in Nova Scotia

There is no national government-funded drug plan in Canada, and therefore the nature and extent of government drug plans are different for each province. We provide a description of cancer drug coverage in Nova Scotia below. (3)

- The provincial government pays for approved cancer drugs given to patients with a valid health card in hospitals, cancer centres and outpatient clinics.

- Public coverage is not provided for cancer drugs taken at home unless the patient is eligible for one or more of the provincial government-funded drug plans outlined below.
  - **Drug Assistance for Cancer Patients** is a provincial drug plan available to low-income residents (those with an annual family income of no more than $15,720) under the age of 65 with no other drug coverage, except for Family Pharmacare (see immediately below). Once approved, the plan pays for all cancer-related drugs and supplies.
  - **The Nova Scotia Family Pharmacare Program** is available to protect families if they have no drug coverage or very high prescription drug costs, and is available to all residents with a valid health card. Families are required to pay an annual deductible and co-payment, both of which are based on income and family size. For example, a family with two children and an annual income of $20,000 would be required to pay a deductible of $140 each year, as well as a co-payment of 20% per prescription up to $700 per year. For a family with two children and an annual income of $100,000 the deductible would be $17,390 and the annual co-payment limit would be $14,100. Once the family pays both the deductible and annual co-payment amounts, all drug costs are covered.
  - **The Seniors Pharmacare Program** pays for drugs and devices on the Nova Scotia Formulary. Single seniors earning less than $22,986 are not required to pay a… premium, while others pay up to $424 per year. Couples with a combined income between $26,817 and $40,000 each pay a reduced premium of less than $424 per year.
  - **The Palliative Care Drug Program** covers all drugs for those who have been assessed by a palliative-care team to be in the end stage of a terminal illness (defined as being in the last six months of life), and who wish to receive end-of-life care at home or in a supportive-living residence.
  - **The Department of Community Services’ Pharmacare Benefits Program** provides drug coverage to **Income Assistance** clients, **Disability Support Program** clients, children in the care of child welfare, or **Low Income Pharmacare for Children** clients. Eligible beneficiaries receive help with the cost of certain prescribed drugs, devices and related services dispensed by pharmacists.
Box 4e: Overview of government cancer drug coverage in British Columbia (BC)

- There is no national government drug plan in Canada, and therefore the nature and extent of government drug plans are different for each province. We provide a description of cancer treatment and supportive care drug coverage in BC below.

- Approved cancer drugs given to BC patients at one of the BC Cancer Agency’s six regional cancer centres or in community hospitals are paid for primarily by the BC government, which funds cancer medications through the BC Cancer Agency (BCCA).

- The BCCA has a Compassionate Access Program to support access to evidence-based cancer treatments that are restricted in funding or indicated in exceptional clinical circumstances. Applications are evaluated according to the supporting evidence and the cost impact for the BCCA.

- Cancer patients may receive ambulatory treatment for funded treatment protocols at regional cancer centres or at Community Oncology Network (CON) clinics within community hospitals in the province. These treatments are delivered at no cost to BC residents.

- Cancer drugs taken at home that are funded by the BCCA are dispensed by and paid for through regional cancer centre pharmacies or CON clinic pharmacies. These take-home drugs can include oral chemotherapy drugs, oral hormonal medications, injectable hormonal agents that are taken to personal doctors’ offices for administration, and bone metabolism regulators.

- Cancer drugs taken at home that are not funded by BCCA are purchased by patients in retail pharmacies or through patient assistance programs. These can also include oral chemotherapy drugs, oral or injectable hormonal agents, or bone metabolism regulators being used outside of funded BCCA indications.

- Supportive care medications, such as anti-nausea drugs and pain medications, are not funded through the BCCA. BC Pharmacare administers a number of benefit plans for BC residents for coverage for supportive care medications. For instance, Fair Pharmacare ensures that the BC Pharmacare annual deductible is set at a level based on household income.

- Individuals may also have private insurance programs to assist with supportive care medication costs or for unfunded cancer treatment medications.

- Some patients might choose to receive cancer treatment drugs outside of the BCCA’s funded indications. These can be either oral or intravenous drugs. In this scenario, the patient pays for the oral treatments at a retail pharmacy and self-administers at home. For unfunded intravenous treatments, some patients may choose to be treated at private infusion clinics throughout the province.
Trade-offs have to be made

Cancer is the leading cause of death in Canada (14;15) and poses a significant challenge to health systems in Canada given rising costs of drugs.

The amount of money spent on cancer drugs is increasing in part because of growing numbers of new cancer drugs and rising prices for them. When there are not enough resources to fund everything needed it can be challenging to make both fair and sustainable decisions about which drugs to fund. Trade-offs have to be made in light of the potential health benefits and possible harms of a drug, how many patients stand to benefit from the drug, and its costs, among other factors. Trade-offs also have to be made with an awareness of the already overstretched health system budgets, and difficult economic times in the country.

Arguably, decisions about funding potentially valuable but high-cost cancer drugs need to consider what those resources can’t be used for. For example, providing funding for one high-cost drug for some may mean not being able to cover other services, technologies or drugs in other parts of the health system.

Making trade-offs is difficult without insights from citizens

Addressing these challenges means thinking about whether and how to make changes to the way we make decisions as outlined (below) in Figure 1. This means ensuring we are:
1. getting evidence to the decision-making tables in provincial ministries of health;
2. including relevant perspectives in the decision-making process; and
3. acting on decisions to achieve impact.
This is a general overview of a decision-making process, and in reality there are many challenges across each of the steps. For example, technical processes often have to work with evidence that does not provide a clear picture of the trade-offs involved. Also, decision-making processes may engage a broad range of groups (including citizens), but the reasons behind the final decision may not be made clear to the public. Lastly, decision-making processes often do not re-review currently funded services to identify what should no longer be covered or where coverage should be provided only for some people. We discuss specific challenges related to decision-making about cancer-drug funding in the problem section later in the brief.

Insights from citizens through public engagement can help to inform how we address these challenges to make fair and sustainable decisions about cancer-drug funding in provincial health systems. A public deliberation was held in Vancouver, British Columbia in 2014 about setting funding priorities for cancer drugs, but given that cancer drug coverage varies by province it is important to conduct public deliberations in other provinces as well. Such deliberations can identify similarities and differences in citizens’ values and preferences about how to make fair and sustainable decisions about cancer-drug funding.
The problem: Why is making fair and sustainable decisions about cancer-drug funding necessary but challenging?

Several factors contribute to the challenge of making fair and sustainable decisions about cancer drugs in Canada:

- the burden of cancer is high and continues to grow;
- the amount spent on cancer drugs is increasing;
- the way some cancer drugs are paid for puts strain on patients and their families, as well as the health system;
- addressing the situation requires making fair but difficult decisions; and
- decisions about cancer-drug funding affect some groups more than others.

As the burden of cancer continues to grow, so does the number of and prices for new cancer drugs.
The burden of cancer is high and continues to grow

Cancer is the leading cause of death in Canada. (15) However, it is important to note that death is not the only measure of the importance of a disease. For example, other illnesses such as cardiovascular disease, diabetes, mental health issues and osteoarthritis are more frequent than cancer, (16) and may have longer-term impacts on quality of life.

Figure 2 portrays the burden of cancer in Canada. The burden of cancer is growing as both the number of new cancer cases diagnosed each year is rising, and the total number of people living with cancer is increasing. (14) More than half of new cancer cases (51%) will be lung, breast, colorectal and prostate.

The Canadian Cancer Society estimates that by 2028-2032, the average annual number of new cancer cases will increase 79% compared to 2003-2007. The main cause of the increase is an aging and a growing population.

The burden of cancer on the health system is significant. Cancer is one of the 10 costliest illnesses or injuries in Canada. (17) Given that the number of new cancer cases continues to grow each year, these costs are on the rise. For example, a recent analysis found that over a 10-year period (1997-2007) initial cancer treatments increased by 50% for prostate and lung cancer, doubled for breast and colorectal cancers, and tripled for melanoma. (18)

Figure 2: Most recent summary of burden of cancer in Canada (figure adapted from the Canadian Cancer Society) (14)
The amount spent on cancer drugs is increasing

There are more drugs available to treat cancer than ever before, which also means that cancer drugs are a big contributor to the health-system costs across the country. In considering these costs, much attention is often paid to drugs with very high prices. However, some less expensive drugs that are used very frequently can also end up having a large impact on the overall budget. What’s important is to ensure that fair access is provided to valuable drugs, and in a way that is affordable for both patients and their families being treated within the health system, and the Canadian public that is paying for the health system.

In 2015 overall drug expenditure was estimated to be $959 per person, which was a 0.7% increase from the previous year,(19) and puts Canada as one of the largest per capita spenders on drugs in the world (only less than the United States, Japan and Greece).(20) This accounted for the second-largest share of health spending in Canada (15.7%), second only to hospital spending (29.5%), and more than spending on physicians.(19) This expenditure also does not include the amount spent on drugs that are provided in hospitals, and a recent report indicates that in 2009, approximately $2.4 billion was spent on drugs provided in hospitals.(21;22)

Of the amount spent on all drugs in hospitals, one-third ($800 million) was spent on cancer drugs.(21;22) The price of drugs to treat cancer is also on the rise year after year. In some provinces expenditure on cancer drugs has more than doubled in the last 10 years. For example, between 2005 and 2015 the amount of money spent by the Ontario government on intravenous cancer drugs tripled from $112 million to $332 million per year.(23)

Another important consideration is that new cancer drugs are always being developed and often come with a large price tag. As an example of this, we have provided in Box 5 below an excerpt from a recent media article about the high costs of a new drug.
Box 5: Example of high cancer drug costs (2)

New cancer drugs raise hope for patients, but carry steep costs
The skyrocketing price of new cancer therapies — some of which prolong life by only a few months — is leading some to question whether the cost is sustainable.

Examples of high drug costs faced by patients and their families (as cited in the article)

- Between 2005 and 2015 the amount of money spent by the Ontario government on intravenous cancer drugs tripled from $112 million to $322 million per year.
- 11 of the 12 new cancer drugs approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration in 2012 cost over US$100,000 per patient per year.
  - Only three of those drugs increased patient survival rates.
  - Two of three increased survival by less than two months.
- A suggested treatment for late-stage melanoma combines two high-cost drugs and would, for the average patient, cost $415,000 per patient.

Case of a 60-year old man who has been in treatment for late-stage chronic lymphocytic leukemia, and who has been told that he is out of treatment options and in the last stages of his life (as cited in the article)

- A clinical trial offers the opportunity to test a new drug called Ibrutinib in conjunction with two types of chemotherapy.
- As a result of the treatment, he is now alive three years later.
- He currently takes three capsules of the drug each day, and each capsule costs about $100.
- This amounts to nearly $110,000 per year and he has to take the drug for the rest of his life, or until a time when the drug is no longer effective.
- The drug has now been approved for use by Health Canada.
The way some cancer drugs are paid for puts strain on patients and their families, as well as the health system

Provincial governments in Canada have historically paid for both hospital-based and physician-provided care. Because chemotherapy has typically been provided intravenously in hospital, it has been paid for by provincial governments. However, as more cancer care is delivered in outpatient settings (including oral chemotherapy), patients and their families are increasingly responsible for the costs associated with them. For example, in 2014, 6.4 billion (22.2%) of all drug costs (not just cancer drugs) were paid for directly by patients and their families. For the remaining costs, multiple payers are involved with $12.1 billion (42%) of prescribed drugs financed by the public sector and $10.3 billion (35.8%) financed through private insurance.(22)

However, these numbers don’t tell the whole story as the extent of responsibility for the cost of cancer care that is placed on the patient differs across provinces. Those living in western Canada, including Saskatchewan, have both intravenous and oral chemotherapy paid for by government regardless of where it is provided. Other provinces like Ontario and the eastern provinces provide coverage for cancer treatment provided in hospitals, but only provide coverage to some patient groups for treatment delivered outside of hospital and cancer centres.

For example, if an individual patient were to undergo a one-year course of treatment with an oral cancer medication that costs $6,000 per month, and her net income was $85,000 per year and she had no private insurance, she could be facing out-of-pocket costs ranging from $1,006 in Quebec and $3,400 in Ontario, to as high as $23,000 in Nova Scotia.(24)
Addressing the situation requires making fair but difficult decisions

It is always difficult to make decisions about whether or not to fund a specific drug, but there are particular challenges with cancer-drug funding that make it even more difficult. One challenge is the need to balance patients’ values and preferences with the often uncertain trade-offs among patients’ capacity to benefit (e.g., whether the cancer is curable or not, and the likelihood of the drug being able to lengthen life and improve quality of life), potential harms and costs.

For example, high-cost cancer drugs may offer limited or uncertain benefits in situations when there is no alternative treatment available or it is the last-hope treatment. Given finite resources, such decisions about cancer drugs with high price tags also have implications in other parts of the health system, and in other areas where government action is needed.

There are several additional challenges related to bringing evidence to the table, making decisions, and acting on decisions. For bringing evidence to the table, technical processes can only be as good as the studies available at the time decisions need to be made. Also, technical processes have typically been designed to be good at adding drugs to the health system, but not removing them from it.

Turning to making decisions, some may see an obligation for provincial drug formularies to continue funding a drug for those currently using it, even after a decision to constrain its use or de-list it. Although, it could be the case that when a good substitute for an expensive drug arises, those on the more expensive drug switch to the cheaper one, or the more expensive drug is used only in specific situations.

Turning finally to acting on decisions, provincial drug formularies can sometimes be circumvented through other processes that provide compassionate access to drugs and treatments. This can happen in situations where elected officials are confronted with intense public pressure to reverse a decision to not fund a drug for one or more individuals.
Decisions about cancer-drug funding affect some groups more than others

The rising cost of cancer drugs, and decisions about cancer-drug funding, affect some individuals more than others. Those with lower incomes will feel the impact of out-of-pocket drug costs more than those with higher incomes. This results in some low-income individuals not following cancer treatment plans because they can’t afford their cancer drugs.(25)

Individuals without private health insurance may also feel the impact of high drug costs more than others. These individuals are typically not employed, or are employed seasonally, part-time or self-employed, and as a result may already be economically disadvantaged.(26) Even those who do have private health insurance may face high out-of-pocket costs given more than 75% of private health plans require patients to make co-payments of 20% or more, and many have lifetime or annual limits on drug coverage.(27)

As individuals move through their cancer journey, their personal situations – and hence the impact of public drug funding decisions – may also change. For example, a high-cost drug may be the only option for those who:

- have tried first-line treatments without success;
- may require more intensive and longer term treatments if a cancer recurs; and
- will face difficulty paying for their cancer drugs if they are not yet eligible to return to full government benefits (e.g., employment insurance) if they have not been back to work for a sufficient number of hours.(26)
Elements of an approach to address the problem

>> To promote discussion about the pros and cons of potential solutions, we have selected three elements of an approach to making fair and sustainable decisions about funding for cancer drugs in Canada.

Many approaches could be selected as a starting point for discussion. We have selected the following three elements of an approach for which we are seeking public input:

1. getting evidence to the decision-making table;
2. including relevant perspectives in the decision-making process; and
3. acting on decisions to achieve impact.

These elements should not be considered separately. Instead, each should be considered as contributing to a potentially comprehensive approach to addressing the problem. New elements could also emerge during the discussions.
Element 1 – Getting evidence to the decision-making table

Overview
This element is focused on the types of information that are important for making decisions about cancer drugs. Evidence and questions to consider during your deliberations are provided below.

Evidence to consider
A number of things might be considered when making funding decisions about healthcare interventions. These include (but are not necessarily limited to):

- burden of disease;
- potential benefits and harms;
- cost-effectiveness;
- availability of alternative interventions;
- values and preferences of patients and citizens;
- equity (i.e., fairness);
- acceptability; and
- feasibility.(28)

It is particularly important that Canadians should have a voice in decisions about the health care that they receive now and in the future, and this requires careful consideration of citizens’ values and preferences.
Questions to consider

Overarching questions to consider

• What information is important to support decision-making about whether to fund new cancer drugs or change the funding provided for existing drugs?

Additional questions to consider

• When trade-offs have to be made in decisions about whether to fund new cancer drugs or discontinue funding for existing drugs, how much weight should be given to:
  o potential benefits (e.g., whether the drug can lengthen life or help improve quality of life);
  o potential harms that could happen as a result of taking the drug;
  o costs that have to be paid by public and private drug coverage or by patients and their families;
  o availability of alternative treatments;
  o citizens’ values and preferences (e.g., as identified through as citizen panels or other mechanisms); and
  o equity (i.e., fairness)?

• What if a drug is not very expensive, but not very effective?

• Should the severity of a health condition (e.g., whether it is curable or not) or a patient’s age matter in decisions about funding cancer drugs?
Element 2 – Including relevant perspectives in the decision-making process

Overview
The focus of this element is on identifying what citizens think would make decision-making processes trustworthy. Evidence and questions to consider during your deliberations are provided below.

Evidence to consider
A review focused on group composition and group processes as part of efforts to improve the use of evidence in the development of clinical guidelines found that:
• the best groups include a broad group of stakeholders (e.g. patients and their families, health professionals, managers and policymakers), individuals with content and technical/methodological expertise, and an effective leader to facilitate collaboration and contributions from all group members; and
• training and support should be made available to members of the group who may not be familiar with all of the methods and processes used to develop recommendations.(29)
Questions to consider

Overarching question to consider

• What would make decision-making processes for cancer-drug funding trustworthy?

Additional questions to consider

• Who should be included in decision-making processes?
• What should the role of citizens be in decision-making processes?
• What should the role of people living with or affected by cancer be in decision-making processes?
Element 3 – Acting on decisions to achieve impact

Overview
The focus of this element is on identifying what citizens think would make actions taken on decisions to be transparent and trustworthy. Evidence and questions to consider during your deliberations are provided below.

Evidence to consider
Systematic reviews of different approaches to providing access to prescription drugs have found that:
• greater drug coverage reduces use of other healthcare services;(30)
• shifting costs to the patient may reduce government drug costs but may also lead to worse health outcomes and more use of other services;(30;31)
• prior approval (e.g., where a physician applies on behalf of the patient) for the use of some drugs can reduce costs and improve their use;(32) and
• setting a single price for all drugs in a category (e.g., drugs to treat a specific condition) has decreased drug prices and expenditures by insurers and patients, as well as increased the use of appropriate medications (but not increased the use of other medical services).(33)
Questions to consider

Overarching question to consider
• What would make approaches to acting on decisions about funding cancer drugs trustworthy?

Additional questions to consider
• Under what conditions should expensive drugs be paid for when doctors and patients want them, even if there is little evidence of health benefit?
• Should we have cancer-specific drug formularies or one formulary for all drugs?
• Should governments require private plans to have a cancer drug formulary?
• What would make compassionate access programs for drugs more trustworthy?
• Should there be a limit to compassionate access programs?
Implementation considerations

It is important to consider potential barriers for implementing the proposed elements of an approach to address the problem. These barriers may affect different groups (e.g., patients, citizens, healthcare providers), different healthcare organizations or the health system. While some barriers could be overcome, others could be so substantial that they force a re-evaluation of whether an element should be pursued in a particular way. Some potential barriers to implementing the elements could include:

• provincial and territorial health-system leaders may have different readiness for change and collaboration (although as noted below under windows of opportunity, there is increasing interest in pan-Canadian leadership);

• groups (e.g., patient groups, disease-specific groups or pharmaceutical industry) mobilizing to support approval and funding for certain drugs and/or to oppose decisions to not fund certain drugs;

• public concern about why funding decisions for cancer drugs are treated differently than other drugs; and

• different groups (e.g., policymakers, clinicians and/or pharmaceutical companies) resisting the removal of compassionate access programs that give a way to fund drugs on a one-time basis to avoid unpopular decisions (e.g., because they don’t want to be seen as saying no to cancer patients), or to retain market access for some drugs.
The implementation of the elements could also be influenced by the ability to take advantage of potential windows of opportunity. This could be, for example, a recent event that was highly publicized in the media, a crisis, a change in public opinion, or an upcoming election. A window of opportunity can facilitate the implementation of an element.

Examples of potential windows of opportunity

- **Interest in pan-Canadian leadership:** Following the election of a new federal government, collaboration among federal, provincial and territorial governments appears to have new momentum. Also, the use of evidence is now being prioritized in all of the thinking at the federal level, and a pan-Canadian bargaining process is already generating greater value for money in price negotiation.

- **Difficult economic times:** Sometimes difficult economic situations force the development of innovative policy approaches for making tough decisions.

- **Public interest:** The public is increasingly wanting to have a voice in decisions that affect them, coupled with there being increasingly better ways to do this.

In considering these potential barriers and windows of opportunity, recall the questions we posed at the beginning of the brief, which we have provided in Box 6 below.
Box 6: A reminder of the questions to consider for your deliberations

Overarching question to consider

• How can funding decisions about cancer drugs be made in a way that is fair and sustainable?

Additional questions (please also see those provided as part of each element)

• How should we approach making decisions to fund new cancer drugs?
• How should we approach making decisions to stop or limit funding for some cancer drugs now being used?
• What would make you trust the decisions that are made about the funding of cancer drugs, or for actions taken to implement these decisions?
• Should drug funding decisions for cancer be treated differently than funding decisions for other drugs? Why?
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